00:24:10
Ken Wells:
A Renewable Energy Future for NH - an Action Plan
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YpU_U48Qpj4nCM0f0CC4d2fcCiWG40SVCzQWyXsWJj0/edit?us
p=sharing
00:26:21

Rebecca MacKenzie:

What was the name of the last youth group, please.

00:27:04

Sen. Tom Sherman:

Exeter Climate Lobby

00:33:12

Rebecca MacKenzie:

Beatrice Burack's group.

00:43:31
Sheila Vargas (She I Her):
For those of you following along at home this very
rough outline first draft can be found on the website: www.nhemissioncommission.com
00:46:07
Sheila Vargas (She I Her):
Chekuri spoke to in her remarks

To be included in the recorded: this is the report Dr.

00:46:09
Sheila Vargas (She I Her):
countdown-us-brief

https://www.lancetcountdownus.org/2019-lancet-

00:50:40
Rebecca MacKenzie:
As a psychotherapist and social worker, I would like to suggest
that effects of the climate crisis on mental health be a part of this report.
00:53:04
biodiversity

Roger Stephenson:

TO Rep Woods point - public health solutions depend on

00:53:14

Roger Stephenson:

point

00:53:54
Sheila Vargas (She I Her):
Thanks Rebecca! Great point re: Mental Health It has
certainly been discussed. I recommend taking a look at the presentations by Semra Aytur and Kathleen
Bush.
00:53:56

Sheila Vargas (She I Her):

01:27:12

Joan Ascheim: I echo Brianna and Cameron's comments

01:37:24

Roger Stephenson:

01:44:16
Roger Stephenson:
pubic health crisis in is presy.
01:49:19

https://nhemissioncommission.com/recorded-meetings

+1 Sen Watters
Bhar, I may be wrong but I think Dr Windt referred to cc as a

Joan Ascheim: NHPHA supports what Arnold said and it was in Semrya's data

01:50:47
John Gage:
“Climate change is impacting human lives and health in a variety of
ways. It threatens the essential ingredients of good health - clean air, safe drinking water, nutritious
food supply, and safe shelter - and has the potential to undermine decades of progress in global health.
Between 2030 and 2050, climate change is expected to cause approximately 250 000 additional deaths
per year, from malnutrition, malaria, diarrhea and heat stress alone. The direct damage costs to health
is estimated to be between USD 2-4 billion per year by 2030.” - https://www.who.int/healthtopics/climate-change#tab=tab_1
01:51:22
Tom Irwin:
by climate change, as well.

CLF supports referencing inequities / disproportionate impacts caused

01:56:33
Mike Fitzgerald: https://www.mainebiz.biz/article/maines-clean-energy-boom-will-helpoffset-covids-economic-toll-report-predicts
01:58:20

Brianna Fiorillo: Right on - Chris S

01:58:37
Rep. Kat McGhee:
Lost opportunity costs and the increasing costs of climate
disruption and disease are also an impact NH helps avoid by moving past further delay.
02:05:17
Rep. Kat McGhee:
Since we still haven’t had the chance to get together, I thought
I’d offer to work with you and Mike on the pieces DES committed to. Will reach out Monday. I have a
TECH session at the PUC tomorrow.

